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RUTGERS UNIVERSITY—SYLLABUS SPRING 2024

UNITED STATES WORK & LABOR THROUGH RECONSTRUCTION

PEOPLE AND POWER

Instructor: Dr. Michael Reagan  michael.reagan@rutgers.edu

Course Description: Welcome to U.S. Work and Labor through Reconstruction at Rutgers University. This course is designed to introduce you to both field of history as a discipline including specific critical thinking skills, and the content of labor studies; the people, events, and ideas that produced our world today.

The content of the course will trace labor history from pre-conquest to Reconstruction. This is a big expanse, and we will not be able to cover everything. Instead, we are going to focus on particular moments, themes, and ideas. As such, we will look at cultural and material factors in history, the ideological, social, cultural, political, environmental, and economic forces that shape that history. Through this we will work on developing arguments of historical causation. And above all we will be in a constant process of reading, writing, and asking questions.

Among the key questions this course asks are, why does work and labor in the United States look the way that it does? Why did the Americas turn toward systems of racialized chattel slavery? How should we understand capitalism in relation to human labor? How did the process of industrialization and urbanization impact labor in America? How have workers related to US war and empire? What role has race and gender played in shaping U.S. labor? Why is U.S. labor history so violent?

With these questions, learning the methodology of history is important. Interrogating sources, developing analysis, and crafting your ideas are skills that take practice. They are the building blocks of critical thinking. They will undoubtedly help you in your future course work as a university student, but more than this, the process of history helps us develop essential life skills. Ultimately, the process of historical discovery is also a process of self-discovery. It is a process of discovering your own ideas about our world, about how we got here, and what we can do to make it a better place. Therefore my hope is that as better historical and critical thinkers, you’ll be happier, stronger, and more engaged social and historical agents.

In addition to a substantial reading load, you will be writing essays based on primary source materials. Participation and engagement in class discussion is vitally important; the expectation is that every one of you has something to contribute, and the more you engage in the work of the class, the richer the class discussions will be. To that end there will be weekly reading responses, in class discussion sessions, two argumentative essay assignments, and one final exam.
Finally, if we are to succeed in our goals for this course we must work together to create a collaborative, inclusive and respectful learning culture. I look forward to getting to know you and working together this year.

Goals

This course covers several School of Arts and Sciences (SAS), School of Management and Labor Relations (SMLR), and Labor Studies and Employment Relations (LSER) Department learning objectives.

Rutgers Core - you will be able to:

- HST-1: Explain the development of some aspect of a society or culture over time.
- SCL-1: Understand different theories about human culture, social identity, economic entities, political systems, and other forms of social organization.
- WCR: Communicate complex ideas effectively, in standard written English, to a general audience, and respond effectively to editorial feedback from peers, instructors, and/or supervisors through successive drafts and revision.
- WCD: Communicate effectively in modes appropriate to a discipline or area of inquiry; evaluate and critically assess sources and use the conventions of attribution and citation correctly; and analyze and synthesize information and ideas from multiple sources to generate new insights.

School of Management and Labor Relations - you will be able to:

- I: Communicate effectively at a level and in modes appropriate to an entry-level professional.
- IV: Demonstrate an understanding of relevant theories and apply them given the background context of a particular work situation.

Labor Studies and Employment Relations Department - you will be able to:

- 1: Demonstrate an understanding of the perspectives, theories and concepts in the field of labor and employment relations.
- 4: Make an argument using contemporary or historical evidence.
- To develop strong writing and critical thinking skills
- To develop the practice of asking productive, conceptual questions
- To learn how to participate effectively and contribute meaningfully to class discussion
- To understand the work of historical scholarship
- To understand labor history as diverse, contested, and nonlinear
- To be able to discuss and debate the structures of class in American society
- To have an introductory knowledge of class as historically contingent and a social construction

Expectations
To come to class each day prepared and ready to engage in the work
- To turn in all work complete and on time
- To provide fellow students with helpful feedback and constructive criticism
- To take responsibility for one’s own learning, and our collective learning environment
- To be respectful of others’ views even if different from your own

**Life Under Covid**

This school year as in past years, we face the additional challenge of life under the coronavirus. I want to make special allowances for you all if you’re struggling with mental health, dealing with life outside of the classroom, or just need a break given the pace and severity of events unfolding around us. You must contact me *in advance* and get an agreement in writing for these allowances, and they will be made on a case by case basis. Additionally, if you need help or want advice I’m here for you. Please reach out to talk anytime.

The covid challenge also means that we are going to have to work extra hard to create a fun, friendly, and harmonious class. This will take work from me, but also extra work from you, to be friendly and respectful, to get to know your fellow classmates and instructors, to be bold and to share together in our class sessions. We are all getting through this together, let’s talk about it and support one another as we work towards our own learning development.

**Essays**

There will be two short essays over the course of the term. Each essay will ask you to craft a unique argument using class readings. All work must be typed, double-spaced, with standard margins. Please use Chicago Style Format for your essays; there is a tutorial on the Chicago Style on the class Canvas site. For the essays, rough drafts and peer reviews are possible. An essay is not a solitary endeavor. The process of editing, revising, and rethinking can and should involve colleagues and teachers. More information about the essays will be provided during the term.

**Weekly Reading and Participation Assignments**

A central component of this course is discussion and you will be graded on participation. It is important that our conversations revolve around your own questions and not just mine. As you are reading the material, not only should you be sorting through the ideas in the text, the way in which those ideas are expressed, and in general coming to an understanding of the text, but you should also be asking questions: what is the central argument or idea from a text? How does this writer’s ideas compare with another’s? What does the author’s argument reveal about the values and attitudes of the time? What is confusing about this text, what is problematic, what is beautiful? How does this text inform our understanding of the historical period we are studying? Bringing one or two of those questions to the table in class discussion is your responsibility as a member of our community of scholars. To help facilitate this process, you will have weekly reading and discussion assignments. These assignments will be on the Canvas site, and you will be expected come prepared to share your question in each class session.
For all of our in class time, I will grade your in class participation based on quality of comments contributed to discussion and lecture. I will also take attendance daily. Finally, in all of our class time the use of all electronic devices is not allowed, this includes laptops, tablets, and cellphones. The only exception to this policy is documented medical or learning needs.

Exams

The final exam will be 50 minutes in length. You will be given study questions one week before the exam to help you organize your review; there will also be an in-class exam review. The exam will be short answers and an essay question, with some choice. This is an in-class exam and you will need a blue book. These are sold in many cafes and kiosks on campus. Let me know if you have documented test-taking anxiety or any other impairment that might affect your ability to take in-class tests, and we will work together for alternate testing accommodations.

Plagiarism and Academic Integrity

Please note, I do not accept late work.

The process of learning is hard, and sometimes students are tempted to take shortcuts in the form of plagiarism. However, any student who uses words, ideas, or sources without proper citation will be given a failing grade and reported for further action in line with the University’s policies. This includes using the work of AI generated essay content. We will talk more about what constitutes plagiarism and how to avoid it.

Use of the Canvas site

We will be making use of Canvas, an online system that allows for easy transmission and organization of assignments and other materials. You will be sent an invitation to join the site, and thereafter will have access to the History Canvas. You will turn in work and check the site for information. However, most of our communication will be via email or in person.

Assignments and Grading Policies

- 10% Participation
- 15% Reading Responses
- 20% Essay 1
- 30% Essay 2
- 25% Final Exam

Textbooks

Course Packet available as pdf on the Canvas site

Class Schedule and Assignments

Week 1
Course Introduction: From Labor to Class
Central Question: What is history? What is labor, work, and class?
Readings:
E.P. Thompson, excerpts from *The Making of the English Working Class*
Active Reading and Notation Handouts
**Assignment:** Due Sun, Weekly Reading Response

**Week 2**
Atlantic World Labor Systems
Central Question: What explains the labor systems as they developed in the Americas?
Readings: John Locke, excerpts from *Two Treaties on Government*, (Course Reader)
Bartolome de las Casas, excerpts from *A Short Account*,
**Assignment:** Due – Weekly Reading Response Paper

**Week 3**
Slavery as System of Labor
Central Question: Why did chattel slavery develop?
Elizabeth Spriggs, “We Unfortunate English”
**Assignment:** Due – Weekly Reading Response Paper

**Week 4**
Revolutions from Below and Above
Central Questions: What caused the American Revolution?
**Assignment:** First Essay Due, Friday
Due Wed. – Weekly Reading Response Paper

**Week 5**
Gender and the First Industrial Revolution
Central Question: Why were women the first industrial workforce?
Readings: Michael Reagan, excerpt from *Band of Sisters*, (Course Reader)
Harriet Hanson Robinson, excerpts from Factory Girl,
**Assignment:** First Paper Assignment Due
Due Wed – Weekly Reading Response Paper

**Week 6**
Individual Writing Conferences

**Week 7**
**Race, Immigration, and Industrialization**
Central Question: What is race? What is the relationship between industrialization and racial formation?
Anti-Catholic petition
**Assignment:** Due – Weekly Reading Response Paper

**Week 8**
**Slavery and American Capitalism**
How and why did slavery expand in the early 19th century?
WPA narratives on labor experiences
**Assignment:** Due – Weekly Reading Response Paper

**Week 9**
**Slave Narrative and Resistance**
Central Question: How so social movements develop? How does ideology operate in society?
Readings: Sojourner Truth, *Ain’t I a Woman?*
Frederick Douglass, Excerpt from the Autobiography,
Harriet Jacobs, excerpts from *Incidents in a Life*,
WPA narratives on resistance
**Assignment:**
Due – Weekly Reading Response Paper

**Week 10**
**Slavery, Labor, and Imperialism: War with Mexico**
What was the role of labor and slavery in the U.S. war with Mexico?
President James K. Polk, Special Message to Congress on Mexican Relations, May 11, 1846 (excerpts)
Congressman Joshua Giddings, Debate on the Mexican War, House of Representatives, Washington, May 13, 1846
**Assignment:**
Due– Weekly Reading Response Paper
**Week 11**

Civil War
Why did the Civil War happen? What led to emancipation?
Readings: WEB Du Bois, excerpts from *Black Reconstruction*,
Abraham Lincoln, *The Emancipation Proclamation*,
Assignment:
Due – Weekly Reading Response Paper

**Week 12**

Reconstruction
Central Question: Why did Reconstruction fail to live up to its promises of equality?
Readings:
“Freedwomen”
Freedmen Discuss Post-Emancipation Life with General Sherman, 1865 |
Jourdon Anderson Writes His Former Enslaver, 1865 |
Assignment: Due – Weekly Reading Response
Final Essay Assignment Rough Draft Due Friday

**Week 13**

Individual Writing Conferences

**Week 14**

Final Paper Due and Final Exam Review

**Week 15**

Final Exam